Our sincere thanks to the following peer reviewers who completed and returned their reviews between 1 January 2020 and 31 December 2020. Your expertise and time generously given have been a major factor in maintaining the Annals’ high standards. We apologise if we inadvertently omitted any name. Please inform the Editorial Office if we have done so.

The Annals Reviewers Awards give special recognition to reviewers for both quality and number of reviews, adherence to the Annals’ guidelines (in particular, being fair and supportive to authors), and providing helpful advice to the Editorial Board. In 2020, the Platinum Reviewers completed 10 or more reviews, Gold Reviewers completed 6 or more reviews and Silver Reviewers completed 5 reviews. They are (in alphabetical order):

**PLATINUM AWARDS**

AW Chen-Wee Derrick
HO Su-Hui Cyrus

**GOLD AWARDS**

LEE Haur Yueh
TAN Ki Wei
TAY Lik Wui Edgar
THAM Huilian Carol
TIAH Ling
UEKI Yasushi

**SILVER AWARDS**

ALLEN David Michael
KOH Hong-Xiang Frederick
LEE Evelyn
ONG Yong-Kwang Gene
THOMAS Terrence
VENKETASUBRAMANIAN Narayanaswamy
We also thank the following reviewers who completed 3 or more reviews.

AMIT Gopinath
ANG Chia Chun
BISWAS Arijit
CHAN Douglas
CHAN Noreen
CHAN Poon Lap Bernard
CHAN Tsu-Li Madelynn
CHAN Tze Choong
CHAN Yew Meng
CHEE Yen Lin
CHIA Yih-Chong Michael
CHIAM Toon Lim Paul
CHLEBICKI Maciej Piotr
COVE Matthew Edward
DAVID Michael Zdenek
DOSHI Kinjal
ENG Philip
FREEBAIRN Ross
FU Xinghan Kristy
GOH Siang Hiong
GOO Tiong Thye Jerry
GOOD Phillip
HO Kay Woon
HO Kok Sun
HO Lai Yun
HO Sue-Ann
HO Yui Kian
HOLLOWAY Kara
HUANG Yuh-Chin Tony
KALIMUDDIN Shirin
KANSAL Amit
KHAN Behram Ali
KOH Meng-Kwang Jansen
KONG Kok Ooi
KURUP Asok
LAI Fon-Min
LEO Cheang-Han Christopher
LEONG Chuo Ren
LI Yunkai Andrew
LIM Fung-Yen Jeremy
LIN Chin Yu
LOH Wann Jia
LUM Hon-Wai Lionel
MOK Yee Hui
MORGAN Trefor Owen
NAM Seoung Wan
NARASIMHALU Kaavya
NG Shuen Kai Jeffrey
NG Shin Yi
ONG Soo May Jacqueline
PHUA Ghee Chee
RAJAN Philip
SAIBOON Ismail Mohd
SEE Kay Choong
SEOW Choen Francis
SHELAT Vishal
SIVATHASAN Cumarsawamy
SMITASIN Nares
SOONG Tshon-Yit John
SUBRAMANIAM Ashwin
SUNDARAM Natarajan
SUNG Jao Yiu Joseph
TAN Lee Boo
TAN Lixian Chris
TAN Tee Yong
TAN Toh Hui Leonard
TAY Jia Sheng
TEO Li San Lynette
THAKUR Bhaskar
TUNG Yuet-ling Joanna
VICERA Jennifer Jeanne Burgos
WONG Julian
WONG Kelvin
WONG Keng Lin Francis
WONG Sin Yew
WONG Weng Kin
YAP Jiunn-Liang Jonathan
YEO Khung Keong
YEO Seng Beng
YEO Sow Nam Alex
YOSHIDA Tsukasa
ZHANG Jin Bin